Abstract-We introduce the notion of compatible star decompositions of simple polygons. In general, given two polygons with a correspondence between their vertices, two polygonal decompositions of the two polygons are said to be compatible if there exists a one-to-one mapping between them such that the corresponding pieces are defined by corresponding vertices. For compatible star decompositions, we also require correspondence between star points of the star pieces. Compatible star decompositions have applications in computer animation and shape representation and analysis.
INTRODUCTION
ECOMPOSING a shape into simpler components is a major topic in computational geometry, having a large number of important applications. One interesting type of decompositions are star decompositions of polygons. A star polygon is a polygon for which there exists a point (a star point) from which all other points are visible. A star decomposition is a decomposition into star polygons.
There are two types of polygon decompositions: decompositions with Steiner points, and decompositions without Steiner points. A Steiner point is a point in the polygon (including its boundary) which is not a vertex. In a decomposition without Steiner points, all vertices of the components are exactly the polygon's vertices. In a decomposition with Steiner points, the pieces' vertices can also be interior or boundary points of the polygon. Note that every polygon can be decomposed into star pieces without adding Steiner points, since a triangulation is a valid star decomposition. However, adding Steiner points may allow a decomposition into a smaller number of pieces. There is a single published polynomial algorithm for decomposing a polygon into a minimal number of star pieces without adding Steiner points [6] . The question whether a minimal star decomposition of a polygon using Steiner points can be found in polynomial time is an open problem.
A relatively new problem category in this area of polygon decompositions is the computation of compatible decompositions, which belongs to the more general category of combinatorial structures involving several geometric objects instead of a single object. A complete correspondence between two polygons is a one-to-one mapping between their vertices that preserves vertex adjacencies and orientation. Given two polygons with a complete correspondence between their vertices, decompositions of the two polygons are compatible if there exists a one-to-one mapping between them such that corresponding pieces are defined by corresponding vertices. Fig. 1 shows compatible star decompositions of two polygons. Corresponding vertices are labeled with the same numbers.
Note that while one polygon can always be decomposed into triangles, convex pieces or star pieces without adding Steiner points, a pair of polygons might not possess compatible decompositions into these types of pieces without adding Steiner points. This case is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The two polygons cannot be compatibly star decomposed without adding Steiner points. The polygon on the right is not a star polygon, and no diagonal of this polygon is a valid diagonal in the polygon on the left. In order to decompose the two polygons compatibly, Steiner points must be added, as shown in Fig. 2 . In this case, two Steiner points were added, yielding a star decomposition having four star pieces: {0, 1, a, 7}, {a, 1, 2}, {2, 3, 4, b, a}, {a, b, 4, 5, 6, 7}.
Saalfeld [10] used compatible triangulations in order to compute a homeomorphism between the interiors of rectangular regions in the plane. Aronov et al. [1] studied compatible triangulations systematically showing how to construct compatible triangulations of arbitrary two polygons using O(n 2 ) Steiner points. They also showed that n 2 is a lower bound: There are pairs of polygons which need W(n D Souvaine and Wenger [15] construct compatible triangulations of any two point sets lying in the interior of rectangles in the plane. They also use O(n 2 ) Steiner points, proving that this result is worst case optimal. Triangles are stars, so constructing compatible triangulations answers the problem of constructing compatible star decompositions. However, letting the pieces of the decompositions be arbitrary star pieces, not just triangles, may allow smaller decompositions. In this paper, we discuss star decompositions, and for the first time the issue of compatible star decompositions. In Section 2, we describe the algorithm in [6] for decomposing a simple polygon into minimal number of star pieces. This algorithm forms the basis of our algorithms, and we correct an error in that algorithm which might lead to non-minimal decompositions. In Section 3, we define the notion of compatible star decompositions. Section 4 presents an algorithm for constructing minimal compatible star decompositions if compatible decompositions exist without adding Steiner points. Section 5 presents an algorithm for constructing compatible star decompositions when it is essential to add Steiner points. Finally, in Section 6, we prove that some pairs of polygons might require decompositions with W(n 2 ) pieces, which shows that the algorithm of Section 5 is asymptotically worst-case optimal (in the size of the decomposition) even though the decompositions it creates are not minimal.
An Example Application
In [13] , we presented a polygon representation, the starskeleton representation, which is based on compatible star decompositions. This representation was used to blend between two polygons. Shape blending is a central problem in computer animation [11] , [12] , [2] , [8] . Previous approaches to this problem, including direct vertex interpolation and an interpolation based on edge lengths and angles between edges [12] , tend to produce self intersections and shape distortions. Shape blending using the star-skeleton representaion is done by star decomposing the two polygons compatibly, and building a skeleton connecting the star pieces. Blending is done by interpolating the skeletons, and then unfolding the star pieces from the skeleton. Fig. 3 shows a blend sequence generated by this method. The upper part of the figure shows the compatible star decompositions of the two polygons on the right and on the left, while the lower part shows their skeletons. The algorithms for constructing compatible star decompositions presented in this paper are implemented as part of the interactive shape blending system. Shape blending using the star-skeleton representation generates improved blend sequences, since this representation considers the interiors of the polygons, not only the boundaries, and explicitly models an interdependence between all the vertices of the polygons. The concept of compatible star decompositions is appropriate for this application since two star polygons can be fairly blended without any self intersections, minimizing shape distortions. Keil [6] presented a sophisticated algorithm for constructing a minimal star decomposition of a simple polygon without adding Steiner points. The algorithm runs in time
MINIMAL STAR DECOMPOSITION OF A SIMPLE POLYGON
where n is the number of the polygon's vertices. In this section we describe this algorithm, which forms the basis of our algorithms as well. There is an error in this algorithm which might lead to a non-minimal decomposition; we give a correction here. The description of the algorithm is rather brief. The interested reader can find the details in [6] or [9] . The version of the algorithm given in [5] is correct. The algorithm finds a minimal decomposition of a polygon among all star decompositions of the polygon. What we actually describe here is a version of the algorithm which finds the minimal decomposition among all the star decompositions in which each star piece has a vertex which is a star point. This version is presented because it is simpler and because our algorithm for constructing compatible star decompositions of two polygons is based on this version (Section 4). The presented version is also more efficient; it takes O(n 4 ) time. The correction we give here is the same for both versions. From now on, the term "star decomposition" will refer to star decompositions in which each star piece has a vertex which is a star point, since we are interested only in decompositions which fulfill this additional requirement.
The algorithm is a dynamic programming algorithm. In dynamic programming an optimal solution is found by joining optimal solutions to subproblems. An optimal solution to a subproblem is represented by a state with an associated cost. The algorithm progresses in stages which solve all subproblems of a certain size using solutions computed at previous stages.
In our case, the algorithm builds a minimal decomposition of polygon P from minimal decompositions of subpolygons of P. The subpolygons P ij are defined by consecutive vertices i, º, j where j > i + 1, and they exist when i sees j. In each stage s the algorithm builds the decompositions of subpolygons P ij in which j -i = s. Each state is a decomposition of a subpolygon. The state's cost is the size of the decomposition. In each decomposition M of a subpolygon P ij there is one star one of whose edges is [j, i] . We call this star the base star of the decomposition M, and label it as S ij (M). The triangle defined by the vertices i, m, j is denoted by T imj . T imj is defined only if i < m < j and m sees both i and j. A state is built from states from earlier stages. The decomposition M of P ij is built by joining a decomposition A of P im and a decomposition B of P mj for some m (i < m < j) which sees both i and j (Fig. 4) . This joining can be done in a number of ways : 1
• DoubleMerge-merging T imj with both base stars:
• SingleJMerge-merging T imj only with S mj (B):
1. In the following description set union is denoted by ʜ, set difference by \, and the operation of forming a single polygon by taking the point set union of other polygons is denoted by the + symbol. • NoMerge-not merging T imj with any of the base stars:
For each subpolygon P ij there exist two types of states:
• M(P ij )-A minimal star decomposition of P ij . There is one such state for each subpolygon. This is a minimal decomposition among all star decompositions of P ij .
• M x (P ij )-A minimal decomposition of P ij by x. There is one such state for each combination of a subpolygon and a vertex.
2 This is a minimal decomposition of P ij among all decompositions whose base star is seen from x. The base star might not be a star, i.e., x might be outside the base star. The other elements in the decomposition except the base star are all stars. Note that as a result, M x (P ij ) is not a valid star decomposition of P ij since its base star is not a star. , x) , a minimal decomposition of P ij whose base star is seen from x. The recognition of the necessity of the states of the second type is an important contribution of Keil's algorithm. A pseudocode of the algorithm is given in Fig. 8 . Disregard for the time being the lines enclosed by brackets, since they are not part of the algorithm for one polygon. The main part of the algorithm is the dynamic programming part described above. In this part for every triple (P ij , x, m), M x (P ij ) is computed by merging decompositions of P im and P mj . In NoMerge and SingleJMerge, where S im is not a part of S ij , the minimal decomposition of P im is merged, because the base star can be any base star, not necessarily a one that is seen from x. In DoubleMerge and SingleIMerge S im is a part of S ij , and therefore should be seen from x. Therefore M x (P im ) is merged, and not M(P im ). The algorithm runs in time O(n 4 ). The dynamic programming is performed in three nested "for" loops. The outmost one is repeated O(n 2 ) times, and the other two-O(n) times. Before the dynamic programming part there is a preprocessing part, in which the visibility graph of the polygon is computed. Computing the visibility graph takes O(n 2 ) [3] , [4] . Using the visibility graph, a test whether vertex i sees vertex j is done in constant time.
The algorithm in Fig. 8 is the corrected algorithm. In this 2. The only difference between the version described here (in which a star decomposition is legal only if each star piece has a vertex which is a star point), and the complete version (in which all star decompositions are legal), is the definition of x. In our case x is a vertex of the polygon, and M x (P ij ) exists for each combination of a vertex and a subpolygon. In the complete version, x is any point from a set K of "potential" star points. In this case M x (P ij ) exists for each combination of a point in K and a subpolygon. Keil [7] . He suggested defining M x (P ij ) to exist only if it is not larger than M(P ij ). We prefer to define M x (P ij ) to exist whenever there is a decomposition of P ij by x (i.e., there exists a decomposition of P ij in which the base star is seen from x), and to check all four merge possibilities.
The proof that the algorithm given in Fig. 8 constructs a minimal star decomposition is similar to the proof given in [6] . The difference is in proving that if M x (P im ), M(P im ), M x (P mj ), and M(P mj ) are minimal, then M x (P ij ) is minimal. This is true only if the correct merge is selected in creating M x (P ij ). The original algorithm might fail in selecting the correct merge as explained above. The algorithm in Fig. 8 always selects the correct merge because it chooses the minimal from the four possible merges. 
COMPATIBLE STAR DECOMPOSITIONS: DEFINITION
In the introduction, we stated that two decompositions are compatible if there exists a one-to-one mapping between them such that corresponding pieces are defined by corresponding vertices. This approach could have been used to define compatible star decompositions as well. However, it ignores an important feature of a star polygon, the set of its star points. Any transformation between two star pieces which utilizes their starness is based on a transformation between the star points of the two pieces. Therefore a correspondence between two star pieces should also include correspondence between the star points of the two pieces. The star-skeleton blending method (see Section 1 and [13] ) gives an example of a transformation between two star polygons, a transformation in which two star pieces are blended without self-intersections. This is achieved by choosing a pair of corresponding star points in the two pieces, and representing the vertices of each star piece in polar coordinates with respect to the chosen star points. Intermediate star polygons are generated by linearly interpolating the positions of the corresponding star points and the polar coordinates of corresponding vertices. The starness of the two pieces ensures that vertices are sorted by angle around the star point. Linear interpolation of polar coordinates of corresponding vertices preserves the order of the angles. Thus the vertices of each intermediate polygon are also sorted by angle, which means that the polygon's edges do not self-intersect.
In a transformation such as the one described above, a selected star point in one piece is transformed to the selected star point in the other piece, while the vertices of one piece are transformed to their corresponding vertices in the other piece. The star points should be chosen so that their correspondence conforms to the correspondence already defined on the two pieces, by the correspondence between their vertices. Therefore we say that two star points correspond if they are convex combinations of corresponding vertices weighted by the same weights in both polygons.
A sufficient condition for the existence of corresponding star points is the existence of a common star vertex. A common star vertex is a pair of corresponding vertices which are star points in the two pieces. If one such pair exists, then this pair constitutes a pair of corresponding star points. If more than one pair exist, an infinite number of corresponding star points exist: Due to the kernel's convexity, all points which are convex combinations of these vertices are star points. Note that the existence of a common star vertex is not a necessary condition for the existence of corresponding star points. However adding this condition make the algorithms for constructing compatible star decompositions simpler and more efficient. Fig. 1 shows compatible star decompositions of two polygons. Corresponding star points are shown as black squares. In this case, the star points are the center of mass of the common star vertices. In the star defined by vertices 2-7, for instance, there are three common star vertices: 3, 5, 6, and the shown star points are the center of mass of these vertices.
The discussion above leads to the following definition of compatible star decompositions. Let P and Q be two polygons with a complete correspondence between their vertices. Let S and T be star decompositions of P and Q respectively. Assume that there exists a one-to-one mapping between the set V S of vertices of all star pieces in S and the set V T of vertices of all star pieces in T. If S and T do not include Steiner vertices, then this mapping is the complete correspondence between the two polygons. If S and T include Steiner vertices, then the mapping assumption means that the Steiner vertices must also possess such a mapping. In both cases we use the phrase 'a vertex in V S corresponds to a vertex in V T '.
Given this correspondence, we say that S and T are compatible if each star s OE S has a mate t OE T such that: 1) s and t are defined by corresponding vertices. 2) s and t have at least one common star vertex.
Given two compatible decompositions S and T of P and Q, the designation of corresponding star points in each pair of corresponding star pieces, defines a piecewise linear homeomorphism between P and Q. The homeomorphism maps every star s OE S to its mate t OE T in the following way: the chosen star point is mapped to its corresponding star point, and every vertex is mapped to its corresponding vertex. A wedge of a star is a triangle defined by the star point and two consecutive vertices of the star. Two wedges of s and t correspond if the star points and the vertices defining them correspond. The mapping of the vertices and the star points induces a unique linear map between corresponding wedges of s and t.
In the next sections we will see how to build compatible star decompositions for a pair of polygons. We assume that a complete correspondence between the two polygons is given.
COMPATIBLE STAR DECOMPOSITIONS WITHOUT STEINER POINTS
First, we consider compatible star decompositions of pairs of polygons which can be star-decomposed compatibly without adding Steiner points. In this section, we give an algorithm which constructs minimal compatible star decompositions in this case. The algorithm is based on the algorithm of [6] for constructing a minimal star decomposition of one polygon, a special version of which was described in Section 2. The version we use constructs a minimal star decomposition in which each star piece has a vertex which is a star point. This additional requirement makes the algorithm simpler and more efficient: O(n 4 ) instead of O(n 7 ). Because compatible star decompositions require the existence of a common star vertex, we are in any case not interested in decompositions in which there are star pieces none of whose vertices is a star point.
Given two polygons P and Q, minimal compatible star decompositions can be found by running the algorithm described in Section 2 for P, avoiding decompositions which are not legal compatible star decompositions of P and Q.
A naive extension of the algorithm described in Section 2 can be done by substituting every visibility check in P with a visibility check in P and in Q. The extended algorithm would return only valid compatible star decompsitions. However, this algorithm excludes legal decompositions, hence it might 1) decide that no valid compatible decomposition exists when in fact one does exist, and 2) generate a nonminimal decomposition. Fig. 6 demonstrates that when using the naive extension nonminimal decompositions can be obtained. The algorithm described below excludes only illegal decompositions, and therefore gives the minimal compatible star decompositions. A star decomposition of P induces a decomposition of Q defined by corresponding vertices. It cannot be viewed as compatible star decompositions of P and Q iff one of the following applies:
1) The decomposition is not legal in Q, i.e., it includes a segment which is not a diagonal in Q.
2) The requirement of a common star vertex is not fulfilled, i.e., there is a piece in the decomposition which is not wholly seen by corresponding vertices in the two polygons.
Segments are added to the decomposition only when we "close" a subpolygon, i.e. a segment [i, j] is added only when we select a merge that uses M(P ij ), not M x (P ij ). Therefore, in order to avoid decompositions of the first type, we define M(P ij ) to exist only if i sees j in Q.
In order to avoid decompositions of the second type, we do not allow base stars which are not seen by corresponding vertices. Therefore, we avoid decompositions M x (P ij ) in which x does not see S ij (M) in Q. This is obtained by picking only merges which create decompositions M x (P ij ) whose base stars are seen by x in Q. That means we pick SingleIMerge only if x sees j in Q, we pick SingleJMerge only if x sees i in Q, and we pick NoMerge only if x sees i, m, j in Q. One should observe that these tests are sufficient. Look for instance at SingleIMerge. SingleIMerge is picked only if M x (P im ) exists. The existence of M x (P im ) implies that x sees the base-star of M x (P im ) in Q, which means that x sees in Q all the vertices of the base star of M x (P ij ) except j.
Avoiding decompositions of the two types described above leaves only decompositions which are legal compatible star decompositions (decompositions of the type M(P ij )) and decompositions which can be merged to create legal compatible star decompositions (those of the type M x (P ij ).) A pseudocode for the extended algorithm is found in Fig. 8 . The lines enclosed by brackets are the additions for the case of two polygons. Note that P ij and T imj are defined as they were defined in the case of a single polygon, i.e. P ij exists if i sees j in P, even if i does not see j in Q,
The algorithm in Fig. 8 finds minimal compatible star decompositions of the two input polygons P and Q if one exists. The proof that the algorithm returns minimal compatible decompositions is based on the proof in the case of a single polygon and is given in [14] . The running time of the algorithm is O(n 4 ), like in the case of a single polygon (see Section 2).
COMPATIBLE STAR DECOMPOSITIONS WITH STEINER POINTS
As we saw in Fig. 2 , there are pairs of polygons which cannot be star-decomposed compatibly without adding Steiner points. We show now how to construct compatible star decompositions in these cases using no more than O(n 2 ) Steiner points. Section 6 proves that this is asymptotically worst-case optimal in the sense that there are pairs of polygons which cannot be star decomposed compatibly into less than W(n 2 ) star pieces, which also means that they cannot be star decomposed compatibly using less than W(n 2 ) Steiner points. Aronov et al. [1] showed how to construct compatible triangulations of two polygons using O(n 2 ) Steiner points. Since every compatible triangulation establish a compatible star decomposition, they already showed how to construct compatible star decompositions using O(n 2 ) Steiner points. However, the construction described below adds on average far fewer Steiner points than the construction described in [1] . This statement is both based on empirical observations and intuitive: It is reasonable to expect that when Steiner points are allowed the number of star pieces in a decomposition will be smaller than the number of triangles in a triangulation.
The construction of compatible star decompositions of two polygons P and Q is done in two steps. First P and Q are decomposed into corresponding subpolygons using Steiner points, and then each pair of these subpolygons is star decomposed compatibly. In order to guarantee that each pair created in the first step possesses compatible star decompositions without adding more Steiner points, the subpolygons of P are all convex. If G is a convex subpolygon of P, and H is the corresponding subpolygon of G in Q (i.e., G and H are defined by corresponding vertices), then every legal star decomposition of H induces a legal star decomposition of G. This is because every segment connecting two vertices in G is a diagonal of G which decomposes G into two convex pieces. Moreover, because every resulting star piece is convex in G, every vertex of each star of G is a star point, and, therefore, every pair of corresponding stars in G and in H have a common star vertex. If a convex piece G cannot induce a corresponding one in Q (when its edges are not polygon edges or diagonals in Q), Steiner vertices are added to both polygons to create equivalent pieces G and H.
The algorithm itself is as follows. We compute a minimal convex decomposition of P [6] . At least one convex piece G in this decomposition contains only consecutive vertices
is not a diagonal in Q, the piece G cannot induce a legal piece in Q. In this case, a sequence of Steiner points is added. Let s 1 , ..., s k (k = j -i -1) be the points in Q which result from offsetting each of Q i+1 , º, Q j-1 by a small amount towards the inside of Q. (Points a and b in Fig. 2 result from offsetting vertices 2 and 3 towards the inside of Q.) The sequence of Steiner points added in Q is a subsequence of the above sequence which fulfills the following condition: every two consecutive points in the sequence Q i , s 1 , º, s k , Q j correspond to vertices which see each other, but no three consecutive points in this sequence correspond to vertices which see each other. In this manner, a Steiner point is added only if it "separates" two convex pieces in Q, thus minimizing the size of the resulting decomposition (for example, the three convex pieces in a minimal convex decomposition of Q in Fig. 2 ], G refined by the added Steiner points is actually the same piece as it was before the refinement, and in particular it maintains its convexity. In Fig. 2 , the convex piece of P defined by the vertices {1, 2, 3, 4} cannot be induced on Q, since the segment [1, 4] is not a diagonal in Q. The Steiner points a and b were added in both polygons, leading to two corresponding pieces defined by the vertices {1, 2, 3, 4, b, a}.
Once defined, the pieces G and H are removed from P and Q and the process continues in the same manner. In order to prove that this process yields legal decompositions of P and Q, it is enough to prove that if P and Q are simple polygons (which do not intersect themselves), then G and H are legal subpolygons of them. If this applies, then in every stage the remaining P and Q are legal simple polygons, and thus the G and H created in every stage are legal subpolygons. This implication carries inductively until all convex pieces of P are induced. It is obvious that G is a legal subpolygon of P since it is a convex piece of P which was refined by adding the Steiner vertices. H is legal because the edges of H are either edges of Q or edges between the Steiner points we added. Because every two consecutive Steiner points are epsilon-offsets of vertices which see each other, we can always find an epsilon such that the edges connecting the Steiner points will not intersect themselves or Q.
After all convex pieces of P were induced on Q, each pair of corresponding pieces is star decomposed compatibly. This is done by constructing a minimal star decomposition of H, and inducing it on G. Due to G's convexity every star decomposition of H creates legal compatible star decompositions of G and H.
Let r be the number of reflex vertices in P. In inducing each convex piece of P on Q, no more than O(n) Steiner points are added. There are no more than O(r) convex pieces in P. Thus, during the whole algorithm no more than O(r ¥ n) Steiner points are added. The algorithm runs in O(C ¥ S) time, where C is the number of convex pieces and S is the time for a star decomposition.
WORST-CASE OPTIMALITY
In their work on compatible triangulations of simple polygons, Aronov et al. [1] proved that the two polygons in Fig. 7 cannot be compatibly triangulated using less than W(n 2 )
Steiner points. We use a similar proof to prove that these two polygons cannot be compatibly decomposed into less than W(n 2 ) star pieces. For convenience, we will assume that n is a multiple of 4. Refer to Fig. 7 . Let S and T be compatible star decompositions of P and Q, respectively. We will denote the vertical dashed lines in P by V P and the horizontal dotted lines in Q by H Q . The decompositions S and T induce a one-to-one piecewise-linear mapping between P and Q. By this mapping, every line in V P is mapped to a piecewise linear path in Q. We call this group of paths V Q . Every path in V Q intersects n/4 lines in H Q . There are n/4 lines in V P , leading to n 2 /16 intersecting (V Q ,H Q ) pairs.
We will show now that for every star piece t of the decomposition T there are no more than nine (V Q , H Q ) pairs that intersect in t. Let h¢, h¢¢ be two lines of H Q , distanced by at least two other H Q lines (Fig. 7) . There does not exist any point in Q which sees both a point in h¢ and a point in h¢¢.
This means that t cannot intersect both h¢ and h¢¢, which means it can intersect no more than three H Q lines. Similarly, s, the mate of t in S, cannot intersect more than three V P lines. Therefore, t cannot intersect more than three V Q paths. Because t intersects at most three H Q lines and three V Q paths, there cannot be more than nine (H Q , V Q ) pairs intersecting in t.
We saw that there are n 2 /16 intersecting (H Q ,V Q ) pairs, and no more than nine pairs intersect in each star piece.
This means that S, T must include W(n 2 ) star pieces.
CONCLUSION
Combinatorial structures involving several geometric objects instead of a single object form a relatively new area of activity in computational geometry. In this paper, we introduced the notion of compatible star decompositions, whose definition includes the nontrivial requirement of common star vertices. We presented two algorithms for constructing compatible star decompositions of two simple polygons. The first algorithm is optimal in the number of pieces in the decomposition, providing that such a decomposition exists without adding Steiner vertices. The second algorithm constructs compatible star decompositions with Steiner vertices, which are asymptotically worst case optimal in the number of pieces, and in the number of added Steiner vertices. We have also corrected an error in the only published algorithm for optimal decomposition of a single polygon into star pieces.
In the companion paper [13] , we have shown an example for an application of compatible star decompositions to computer animation. Both algorithms presented in the present paper have been fully implemented in an interactive program which lets users draw polygons and request their decomposition. We believe that such integration of applied and theoretical research greatly contributes to both areas: applications obtain the power of sophisticated concepts and efficient algorithms, and theory obtains interesting problems and a stronger basis of belief in the correctness of algorithms.
